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※ This mount adapter cannot be used 
with Nikon AF-S E type lenses.

For Nikon F

Forcing a lens other than Nikon F Mount to attach 
may lead to damage. Please do not use other 
lenses.
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Aperture indicator Aperture mark (            )

Aperture ring

Camera 
mount 
index mark

camera mount index mark

Camera mount index mark

Lens mounting/
dismounting buttonLens mount index mark

The larger size aperture mark (    ) is more open, 
while the smaller size is more closed.
※ Unlike a lens, the aperture of this product 

cannot display numerically. Please use it as a 
guideline. 

An aperture ring is equipped on this mount 
adapter, and the operation of the aperture ring 
differs depending on the attached master lens. 
The larger size aperture mark (    ) on the 
aperture ring is more open, while the smaller size 
is more closed.
※ Unlike a lens, the aperture of this product 

cannot display numerically.

Please operate the aperture ring on the mount 
adapter and conduct test shooting with the 
aperture mark (         ) as a guideline to set the 
aperture. 
The actual aperture value differs depending on 
the master lens attached. 

Set the aperture ring on the mount adapter to the 
smallest setting (   ), operate the aperture ring of 
the master lens, and shoot. 
※ You can also set the aperture ring of the 

master lens to the smallest aperture and shoot 
by operating the aperture ring of the mount 
adapter, however the aperture marks are only 
guidelines, so please be sure to test shoot in 
order to set the aperture. 
The actual aperture value differs depending on 
the master lens attached.

3. Aperture ring operation

AF-S G Type Lens

Lens types other than AF-S G (with aperture ring)

lens mount index mark
lens mount index mark

Lens mount index mark


